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HIGH SIDE MONOLITHIC SWITCH IN

Recent advances in integrated circuit technology
haveallowed the realizationof a newmixed process
integrating isolated DMOS power transistors in
combination with bipolar and CMOS signal struc-
turesonthe same chip.CalledMultipower-BCD, this
technology has been used to realize a monolithic
self-protected high-side switch mainly intended for
automotive applications. Driven by TTL, CMOS in-
put logic it can supply resistive or inductive loads up
to 6A DC allowing a current peak of 25A with an
RDS(on) = 0.1Ω . Fault conditions are signaled on a
diagnostic output pin.

ELECTRONIC POWER SWITCHES IN THE
CAR

The increase of thenumber of the electrical compo-
nents in the car (today more than 50) and the in-
crease in assembly costs shall soon make
economical multiplexed power supply and control
systems. These systems consist of a single line for
power supply and a multiplexed signal network for
control ; in this way it is not necessaryto have a wire
for every load, but only a common power line and a
common signal line for all the loads (fig. 1).

Figure 1 : Example of a Multiplexed System.
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Figure 2 : Block Diagram of a Peripheral Unit.

The control system is made, forexample,with acen-
tral unit near the dashboard, for the user interface,
a serial data transmission line and some peripheral
units near the loads (fig. 2).

The multiplexed system not only makes it possible
to reduceweight andoverall dimensionsof thecable
harness, now critical in some places (e.g. the junc-
tion between the vehicle body and the doors), but,
also makes it possible to have a bidirectional signal
betweenperipheralunits andthe centralunit without
any extra line, this is useful for fault detection and,
in a future, for data transmission to make a more
complex informatic system.

Today the key problem, from the system engineer-
ing point of view, is data transmission whereas for

semiconductor technology the key problem is the
electronic power switches.
Theelectronicswitch, inadditionto its main function,
must be able :
1) to withstand a very high peak current (20A) with

total battery voltage (≡ 14V) applied.
2) to protect itself, the power network and the load

against overvoltages (load dump ≡ 60V) and
overload (protection with fuses is impractical),

3) to make some fault detections e.g. detect short
circuit or open load condition.

For this reasons a simple electromechanic or elec-
tronic switch standingalone is not sufficient, a more
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HIGH SIDE DRIVER
The problem of electrochemical corrosion is of pri-
mary importance in automotive systems because
the electrical components are in an adverse envi-
ronment (temperature, humidity, salt), for this rea-
son the series switch is connectedbetweenthe load
and the positive power source. Therefore when the
electrical component is not powered (that is for the
greatest part of the lifetimeof the car) it is at the low-
estpotentialandelectrochemicalcorrosion doesnot
take place.

For this connection, components such as power
PNP bipolar transistor or Power P-channel MOS
would be integrated with low level signal circuitry

(fig. 3a), but this kind of element is less efficient and
more difficult to realize than their complementary
one. NPN bipolar transistors or N-channel MOS, if
directly driven by the supply voltage, are not a good
solution because the minimum voltage drop on the
switch is VBE or VT (thresholdvoltage) ; the best so-
lution is to have a driving voltage for the power tran-
sistor, higher than the positivesupply. Nevertheless
a power junction NPN transistor (fig. 3b) needs a
certain amount of base current ( β = 10-60 to have
deep saturation) that could be obtainedwith a DC-
DC converter; if centralizeditcomplicatesthe power
supply distribution network, if decentralized it com-
plicates theperipheralunit always critical for size, re-
liability and cost.

Figure 3 : Possible High Side Driv-

A) with PNP pass transistor B) with NPN pass
transistor (needs

C) with N
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Table 1 : Devices in Multipower-BCD Technology.

VERTICAL D-MOS BVDSS > 60V VTH = 3V fT = 1GHz

P-CHANNEL DRAIN EXTENSION BVDSS > 75V VTH = 1.9V fT = 200MHz

C-MOS N-CHANNEL BVDSS > 15V VTH = 0.9V

C-MOS P-CHANNEL BVDSS > 15V VTH = 1.9V

BIPOLAR PNP VCEO > 20V β = 30 fT = 10MHz

BIPOLAR NPN1 VCEO > 20V β = 30 fT = 300MHz

BIPOLAR NPN2 VCEO > 20V β = 250 fT = 1GHz

BIPOLAR NPN3 VCEO > 20V β = 250 fT = 140MHz

On the other side a POWER MOS N-channel (fig.
3c), being a voltage driven device, requires for the
driving only a capacitive charge pump which can be
fully integrated on the switch chip.

Bipolar transistors moreover need driving power
and principally, are limited in maximum peak power
by second breakdown.

THE PROCESS TECHNOLOGY
For the realization of the device a mixed Bipolar-
CMOS-DMOS processhas beenutilized. This proc-
ess integrates the following components (tab.1)
(Fig. 4) :

Figure 4 : A Schematic Cross Section of Bipolar,CMOS and DMOS Structures.
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Figure 5 : Block Diagram of High Side Switch L9801.

- N-CHANNEL POWER DMOS able to withstand
VDS = 60V for the series element.

- BIPOLAR NPN AND PNP TRANSISTORS
mainly employed in analog circuitry where low
offsetandhighgain areneedede.g.voltagecom-
parators and references, operational amplifiers.

- CMOS TRANSISTORS to realize a dense logic
network with stand by currents practically negli-
gable.

- PASSIVE COMPONENTS as resistors with a
great variety of sheet resistivity (30+8500Ω/ )

to optimize both very high and very low resistive
circuitry and gate oxidecapacitors (e.g. to realize
charge pump capacitors).

THE CIRCUIT
The circuit (fig. 5) is made by a power DMOS series
element, a driving circuit with a charge pump, an in-
put logic interfaceand some protectionand fault de-
tection circuits.
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THE POWER DMOS
The power DMOS transistor is an array to 10,000
elementary DMOS cells that occupies an area of
about19,000 mils2 and has a RDS(on) = 80mΩ with
VGS = 10V. The low value of RDS(on) is required both
to increase the power transferred to the load and to
minimize the power dissipated in the device. In fact
the switch must be operativealso at very high am-
bient temperature(125°C)asrequired in automotive
applications. For example to drive a 5A (60W) load,
the drop on the switch is 400 mV and the dissipated
power is 2W (Rth j-case 1.25°C/W).

THE CHARGE PUMP

The charge pump is a capacitive voltage doubler
(fig. 6) starting from power supply (car. battery),
driven by a 500 KHz oscillator.

The pump capacitor is an integrated 80 pF capaci-
tor, the storage capacitor is the gate capacitanceof
the power itself (∼ 500 pF).

Figure 6 : Charge Pump.

INPUT INTERFACE

Considering the very wide operating temperature
range (Tj = 40 to + 150°C) it is not possible to ob-
tain the logic threshold from the conduction thre-
shold of any elementary device, because of its tem-
perature coefficient, respecting TTL input levels.

Nevertheless a solution with a voltage reference
and comparator is not suitable because it needs a
bias current flowing also when the device is in the
OFF state.

This point is of great importance because the
switches are directly connected to the car battery
without the interposition of the ignition switch, thus
also a little current (> 50µA) multiplied for the num-
ber of the switches (e.g. 50), causes an appreciable
discharge current always flowing.

For this reason a thresholdcircuit has been designed
derived from a well known voltage reference(fig. 7).

Figure 7 : Input Interface.

Fixed a threshold valueVIN =VIN* for thisvalue must
be, by design I1 = I2 = I0*.

AQ1

AQ2
if α = area ratio α =

∆VBE

R1
must be I1 =

(I1 + I2) R2 + VBE (Q2) = VIN

R2 KT

R1 q
that is VIN* = 2 1n α + VBE Q2

Reasoningaround the thresholdpoint it can benoted
that the transconductanceof Q2 is greater than the
transconductance in Q1 branch (Q1series R1).
For this
if VIN > VIN* I2 > I1 Q3 ON
if VIN < VIN* I2 < I1 Q3 OFF
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The choice of the values is made imposing :

1) VIN* ≡ VBG ≡ 1.250V band-gap voltage of sili-
con.

In this case VIN* is practically stable in tempera-
ture and centered respect TTL input levels
(VLMAX = 0.8V. VHMIN = 2V).

The idle current IABS in the worst case, that is
when VIN =VL MAX =0.8V. Tj = 150°C, it must be
IABS = I1 + I2 < 50µ A.

The proposed circuit has also a third working region :

when VIN < VBE IABS = 0 Q3 OFF

Observed that the TTL OUTPUT low level is VL MAX
0.4V with practical driving circuits the idle current of
this interface is zero : only at very high junction tem-
perature(VBE < 400mV) or with noise margin = VBE
0.4V) this performance cannot be warranted.

The output of this circuit is useful to switch off not
only the power DMOS, but also all the other circuits
so that the idle current only the one of the input in-
terface.

PROTECTION AGAINST OVERVOLTAGES

When the supply reaches the maximum operative
voltage (18V) the device is turned OFF, protecting
itself and the load ; moreover local zener clamps are
provided in some critical points to avoid that VGS of
any MOS transistor could reach dangerous values
even during 60V load-dump transistor.

PROTECTION AGAINST OVERLOAD
If the design of thisdevice the peculiar inrush current
of incandescent lamps must be considered, in fact.

1) When the tungsten wire is cold its resistence is
aboutone tenthof thenominalsteadystatevalue
(e.g. about 300mΩ for a 12V/50V lamp).

2) The decay time constant for the turn on extra-
currentof an incandescentlamp suppliedwith an
ideal voltage source is on the order of some mil-
liseconds.

3) A lamp powered with a constant current slightly
higher than its steady state value has a turn on
time on the order of 100msec. This time compa-
rable with human reaction time is too much long
for all flash-signalling devices.

The design choice has been to put a 20A current
limit (that is Imax = 5 Inom for a 50W/12V rated lamp).
This is a compromise between lamp turn on time

(40msec) and electric and thermal dimensioning of
the device (fig. 8).

If the high current condition persists (e.g. load short
circuit) and the junction temperature rises above
155°C a thermal protection circuit turns off the de-
vice preventing any damage.

It must be noted that the power DMOS has no sec-
ond breakdown, for this reason current limiting and
thermalshutdownare sufficient toprotect the device
against any overload.

Some thermal hysteresis is provided to avoid a po-
tentially critical condition (both current and voltage
present during thermal shut down) for the POWER
MOS.

Figure 8 : Lamp Current (IL) and Voltage (VL) vs.
Time with 20A Current Limitation and
12V/50WLamp.

FAULT DETECTION

When the device is driven and one of the protections
(over temperature, overvoltage, overload) is present
a fault detection opendrain output turns-on. This out-
put is activealso when thedrop on thePOWERMOS
isless than80mV(thatis Iload <1A)detectingtheopen
load (disconnectedor burned-out).

When the device is off the fault detectioncircuits are
not active and output transistor is turnedoff to allow
a minimum quiescent current.

MOTOR AND INDUCTIVE DRIVING
This device can drive unipolarDC motors and sole-
noids as well, in fact is can recirculate an inductive
current when the output voltage goes more than a
threshold lower than ground. The possibility to have
a high start-up current is useful also for DC motors.
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CONCLUSION - FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

A process allowing the integration of power DMOS,
CMOS and BIPOLARtransistor makes possible the
construction of a monolithic switch comprehending
also protection and fault detection functions.

The power DMOS approach allows also the possi-
bility to make a large range of power switches with
different ON resistance and current capability only
scaling proportionally the power area.

Moreover the CMOS structures can be utilized to
make also the coder/decoder circuit to interface di-
rectly the transmission line.

Those features and the possibility to integrate more
than one power element on the same chip makes
possible, in a near future, the integration of the
whole peripheral unit.
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